FKE Inducts New Members

The Federation of Kenya Employers conducted its first virtual induction session for new members on 3rd December 2020. The aim of this exercise was to help new members understand the role played by the Federation in representing the interests of employers at the tripartite level. The session was chaired by the Head of Advocacy, Communication and Partnership Mr. Stephen Obiro, who was representing the Executive Director Mrs. Jacqueline Mugo.

Despite the challenging economic, political and operating environment, FKE’s membership base has continued to grow steadily. 44 additional members were added to the growing list of FKE family.

While moderating the session, Mr. George Masere, the Ag. Head of Industrial Relations, Legal & Membership Services, affirmed the fact that the Federation has represented employers before the Employment and Labour Relations Court and other courts on labor related disputes “Because we monitor all emerging issues in Employment and Labour laws both in Kenya and beyond, we are uniquely equipped to advise and represent our members on complex employment and labour issues at reasonable fees” said Masere.

Members were further assured that as long as they remain active, FKE’s industrial relations and legal experts will be at hand to provide comprehensive advice on interpretation of employment legislation, best practice in human resource management and industrial relations issues. Other areas covered were: training and development, partnerships and projects, and organizational development.

The new members were appraised on how the Federation runs the legal services, policy advocacy and Industrial Relations agenda highlighting the engagement platforms and how new members can benefit from the Federation. It was noted that the Federation had transformed itself from a traditional employers’ organization focusing on industrial relations to include value added services that address the emerging needs of the new dynamic labour market. Members have access to an Industrial Relations advisor who provides expert advice on difficult grievance, disciplinary and other industrial relations.

In his closing remarks, Mr. Obiro noted that the Federation has remained vigilant in advocacy role through active involvement in tripartite consultations and engagement with government and labour movements, both on issues that are directly related to the labour market and those that deal with broader economic and social policy. He further highlighted some of such effort; “FKE played a leading role in stopping the implementation of 1.5 per cent housing levy that could be a burden to Employers in Kenya, I understand that this could not be done by a single Employer but it was made possible by us coming together through FKE” He noted. Mr. Obiro further mentioned the fact that the Federation was part of the Government’s Rapid Response team and Multi-Agency taskforce under the Ministry of Labour and Social Protection that advocated for measures on cushioning enterprises and those who had lost livelihoods.

Effective January 2021, The Federation of Kenya Employers will be conducting a series of induction sessions for new members.

Look to FKE for your executive training
We have over 30 years of delivering management, industrial relations, labour laws and OSH training.

Searching for your next talent?
See how FKE’s Executive Recruitment and Selection services will provide you with a comprehensive solution and make your hiring process hassle free.
The global economy has been easily connected to do business in the 21st century due to the advent of technological advancement, disruptive innovations digital platforms and the Covid-19 Pandemic. To unleash potentials of businesses for global sustainable development, policy makers need to understand Business Management’s role in economic growth, and the sector-wide strategies of integrating academia research in business and innovation. It is against this context, that Kenyatta University School of Business organized the International Business and Research Innovation Conference (IBRIC) on 3rd December 2020.

The IBRIC 2020 conference brought together international, regional and local participants from all over the world and created an interface between Academia and Industrial sectors to debate on how Business Management can be leveraged and scaled up to support the achievement of SDGs, Kenya Vision 2030 and the Big Four Agenda. Specifically, the conference provided a forum for Inter-sectoral debate that will go a long way to define the role and value of Business Management Principles for sustainable business development. In addition, the conference took stock of sector-wide strategies for leveraging creativity and innovation promoting equitable and quality lifelong opportunities for all.

Mrs. Jaqueline Mugo, the Executive Director of the Federation of Kenya Employers was represented in the conference virtually by Mr. Stephen Obiro, Head of Advocacy, communication and partnerships. In his remarks on the topic Technological Innovations, Disruptive Technologies And Industrialization, Mr. Obiro acknowledged the role played by technology in the country’s Economic development; he pointed the fact that Countries that had embraced technology and had it as the foundation of their industrialization process have managed to stay competitive and have a stronger grip of the world trade compared to those that stuck to the traditional methods of production. He noted that these countries had become a point of benchmarking for the Sub-saharan Africa. “Competition is stiff and the survivors will be those that embrace and use technological innovation in managing their work. Innovations in technology come with efficiency and cost-effectiveness in the long term. It may be initially costly to set up the systems but with time, the efficiency and production quality ends up being cost-effective” he explained. This is the direction Kenya and Africa must take if the economic pillars like the Vision 2030 are to be achieved.

It is also important to note that ICT Hubs act as a meeting place for technology entrepreneurs where new ideas are discussed and inventions built. In such dynamic spaces, Intellectual Property (IP) could either protect young, nascent ideas or stifle innovation and collaboration. The 2010 constitution recognizes the role of indigenous innovations in development. Article 11, Section 2b and c of the constitution reads: ‘…recognize the role of science and indigenous technologies in the development of the nation; and promote the intellectual property rights of the people of Kenya.

At the conclusion of the conference, varying quality papers were presented which cut across management issues from the industry and the academia. It’s envisaged that the conference debates will inform action plans and policies that will form a basis for future partnerships among academia and industry in enhancing sustainable industrial development. The conference attracted a broad spectrum of participants drawn from experts in the Industry, Policy makers and researchers in academia. To watch the video visit http://fb.watch12809s-tblz/


FKE was part of the stakeholders who made its presentation and proposal towards the National Treasury’s proposed Post Covid-19 Economic Recovery Strategy 2020-22. Enterprises have registered reduced profits and revenues and reported losses thus resorting to reducing their workforces. In the circumstances, the Federation called for initiatives that do not bear more financial burden to employers. Bearing this in mind, the Federation proposed the setting up of a Wages Subsidy Fund to support enterprises and maintain staff in employment in times of crisis. FKE represented by the Mr. Stephen Obiro, Head of Advocacy, Communication and Partnership noted that the strategy needs to focus on strategic priority sectors that once strengthened will spur the much needed economic growth.
On the Business Daily 30th November 2020, FKE urged government to support employers retain employees in enterprises through the Employment Insurance Funds that will provide Wage Subsidies and spur enterprise development and job creation.

This is because giving workers funds for duration of say only 3month will not be help them especially now that employment opportunities continue to diminish. In addition, people stay unemployed for long time and this will not be sustainable.

On 1st December 2020, The Business Daily ran an editorial in support of the Federations Proposal for Wage Fund for struggling enterprises to remain productive while still ensuring that workers maintain some disposable income to support the economy. This proposal is critical in supporting enterprises remain afloat while protecting livelihood. The Federation calls for dialogue over this matter to ensure that a solution that is favourable to all.